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that emotions as such are not the affective clement in instinct;
for him the normal affective element is merely the feeling of
worth-whileness, which is fanned into an emotion only when
the activity is not proceeding smoothly.
McDougall seems to have accepted some of the criticism, for
his scheme is now less rigid than that propounded in An Intro~
Auction to Social Psychology. But he still insists on the primacy
of emotion. He admits that what Drever says is true of anger,
but not of other emotions; he admits too that we do not be-
come explicitly aware of our emotions so long as we give our-
selves wholly to action, but he maintains that they are there,
qualifying all our experience while we strive. We can find
them if we introspect.
If the instinctive disposition is so constituted as to be capable
of generating the appropriate emotion when its impulse is "denied
immediate satisfaction, it is difficult to see any theoretical ground
for denying it this capacity when its activity is unobstructed; nor
does inspection of the facts seem to me to yield any more evidence
in support of this view than the theoretical consideration of the
possibilities. Surely it is merely a matter of degree of intensity of
the emotional excitement.1
Nunn pours oil on the troubled waters arid points out that
the question is really one of more or less. He looks on the
emotions "as local differentiations of the feeling that colours
all the organism's hormic dealings with the world." He says:
It is true that in solving a scientific problem or in repaying
a good turn I am not swept along all the time on a full stream
of wonder or gratitude. Nevertheless, the * wortU-whiloness * ex-
perienced in such activities docs seem in each case to be coloured,
so to speak, with the same colour as the emotion,8
Drever undoubtedly pushes his criticisms too far, for the dis-
tinction is one of degree rather than kind.
The justification for this long discussion of instinct and emo-
tion is the extreme importance of the subject.; All McDougalPs
critics agree with him that the instincts and emotions are funda-
1 McDougall, ^4n Introduction to Social Psychology, i4th edition, Preface,
• Education: its Data and First Principles, pp. 157-158.

